Time clock system

Exakte Inc. offers the Jobclock System, which eliminates inaccurate, handwritten timecards and helps golf courses manage their businesses more efficiently. Designed to resist dust, grime, vibration and spray, the battery-powered Jobclock locks down anywhere at a job site. Workers clock in and out with green and red "Keytabs" carried on their keyrings. Nine additional colored Keytabs permit travel time and specific activities to be tracked, which increases the accuracy of job costing. Using a Palm Pilot, the attendance records are collected from each of the Jobclocks prior to payroll and transferred to the PC.

With the PC software, you get accurate timecards and detailed reports summarized by employee, job site and activity. Payroll review and preparation is done much faster than the time it takes to do manually.

For more information, contact 888-788-8463 or www.jobclock.com.

Videos

Superintendent's Video Workshop (SVW) recently added two new titles — "Guide for Tee Renovation" and "Basics of Understanding Irrigation Repair & Maintenance" — to its video-based training series designed for superintendents and their staff. The series is produced by EPIC Creative Communications. The "Guide for Tee Renovation" covers the complete step-by-step procedure for planning and executing a successful tee renovation. The second title, "Basics of Understanding Irrigation Repair," explains how an irrigation system operates and shows basic repair techniques on PVC pipe, gate valves, control valves, swing joints and irrigation heads. Available in either VHS or DVD formats, each title includes employee handbooks, tests, answer keys, sign-off sheets and instructor guidelines.

For more information, contact 800-938-4330 or www.svwonline.com.